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workstation be minimum in the all-available workstations.
Comprehensive surveys of related researches have been
appeared in [4-7] Many publications are available
concerning the design, balancing and scheduling for Single,
Multi and Mixed-Product lines.
The mixed-model production defined as the products,
which differ from each other with respect to size, color,
material, or equipment, are manufactured on the same line
[8]. This situation presents further challenges since tasks,
processing times and precedence constraints vary from
model to model.
The Mixed-Model Assembly Line (MMAL) is a more
complex to balance in which several types of the products
are assembled simultaneously on the line which considering
to the shape of line which in single line all tasks allocate in
one and in parallel assembly line in more than one line. In
addition, it entails the additional considerations of the
interactions between the assembled models [9]. The
importance of the MMAL Balancing Problem (MMALBP)
in the modern industry encouraged several researches in the
last few years. (e.g. Erel and Gökçen [10], Esmaeilian et al.
[11-13], Gökçen and Erel [14], Jin and Wu [15], Kurashige
et al. [16], Matanachai and Yano [17], Merengo et al. [18],
Özcan and Toklu [19], Song et al. [20], and Vilarinho and
Simaria [21]).
In the other hand, Parallel Assembly Lines (PALs) are
considered as production system, which consists of a number
of assembly lines in parallel status. On the each line, a
certain number of product(s) considering to type of product(s)
manufactured observing a cycle time. By arranging the lines
in a favorable style, it is possible to increase efficiency of the
production system by combining workstations of neighbor
lines during balancing the lines [12-13, 22-23].
Studies on the parallel lines are quite few [23]. In
designing the PAL, Süer and Dagli [24] suggested heuristic
procedures and algorithms to determine the number of lines
and the line configuration dynamically. Gökçen et al. [23]
suggested heuristic procedures and a mathematical model for
the multiple or parallel assembly line balancing problem.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

An assembly line consists of workstations that produce a
product as it moves successively from one workstation to the
next along the line, which this line could be straight, u-line or
parallel until completed. To balance an assembly line, some
methods have been originally introduced to increase
productivity and efficiency. These objectives are achieved by
reducing the amount of required manufacturing time to
produce a finished product, by reduction in number of
workstations or both of them. The Assembly Line Balancing
Problem (ALBP) has been extensively studied [1], but it is
still an important problem which many researchers try to
create new design and balance for the ALBP to achieve more
efficiency especially in new assembly line design like
parallel assembly lines. The arrangement of tasks in
workstation of an assembly line are followed by two main
objectives [2-3]. The first one is type I problem that is related
to determine the minimum number of required workstations
to achieve the specified cycle time and the second one is type
II for allocating the tasks to the workstations in such a way
the maximum required time for the assembly at any given
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Lusa [25] described thhe parallelizatiion of the assembly
merous advantages to
lines is a straategy that mayy provide num
both the comppany and the workers. Thee main advantaages of
PALs over a single line aree firstly to impprove the balaance of
the overall prroduction systeem and produuctivity [5, 26]]. Also,
PALs increasse the system
m flexibility [226-28], and reduces
r
failure sensitiivity [26-28]. Therefore, with
w consideriing the
benefits of paarallel assembbly line the coomplexity of MMAL
M
will be reduceed. Successfull Mixed Modeel Parallel Assembly
Line (MMPA
AL[11, 13]) reequires solutioons to the folllowing
problems (seee Figure 1). Thhe goal of this paper is to prresent a
heuristic proccedure to assiign MMAL’s tasks to PAL
Ls and
create an inittial balancing of the MMPA
AL for using as the
initial solutionn of meta-heurristic method.

Figure 2. Mixxed-model paralleel assembly lines balancing probleem

Based on thhe ALBPs, thhe best performing methodds to
soolve the ALBP
Ps optimally aare those, whicch include sysstems
suuch as local search techhniques. Thesse techniquess are
em
mbedded within meta sttrategies thatt overcome local
opptimality by accepting noon improving moves and thus
pooorer solutionns [29]. Sincee the ALBP is NP-hard, most
auuthors proposeed meta-heurisstic procedures to solve ALB
BP.
Tabu Searchh (TS) is a reepetitive improovement algorrithm
baased on neighbborhood searcch methods, which
w
uses vaarious
tyypes of memoories and strattegies to direect this searchh. TS
waas firstly pressented by Gloover [30-34] as
a an approach for
soolving combinnatorial optim
mization probleems. This meethod
waas designed too move from oone solution in
n a search spaace to
annother solutionn iteratively w
with the functioon of discoverring a
global optimum
m for a combinnatorial optimiization problem
m.
The search to
t find solutioon of the MMP
PALBP consissts of
wo stages: thee initial soluution program
m that generattes a
tw
feasible initial solution, and the TS improovement that takes
ann initial solutioon and improvves upon it.
The TS heuristic algoritthm cannot generate
g
an iinitial
soolution, in thaat it can onlyy improve initial solutionss. To
geenerate an iniitial solution, a composite heuristic deccision
ruule is used in thhis research too determine thhe initial numbber of
woorkstations for
fo each linee, to assign tasks to speecific
woorkstations, annd to calculatte the sum of total tasks tim
me in
eaach workstatioon [13].
The basic idea
i
of the TS heuristic iss to regulate some
(m
most recent) moves
m
to preevent cyclingg and accept nonim
mproving movves to escape ffrom a local optimum
o
in seearch
off the global opptimum.

Figgure 1. Mixed-m
model parallel asssembly lines
Figgure 1. Mixed-m
model parallel asssembly lines

II.

MIXED-MODELL PARALLEL ASSSEMBLY LINEES
BALANC
CING PROBLEM
M

This reseaarch has focussed on allocatting tasks to balance
b
the mixed-moodel parallel assembly
a
liness. This model,, which
is called Mixxed-Model Paarallel Assem
mbly Line Ballancing
(MMPALB), is a new prroblem in AL
LBP. Therefoore, the
a a set of diffferent modelss (Nm)
research probblem defined as
must be assem
mbled simultanneously in parrallel assemblyy lines.
Each model has its own set of precedence requireements.
o the models has a processing time (tim)) which
Each task (i) of
models may be
b different ffrom number of tasks (Im)), cycle
time (Cm), and minim
mum numberr of worksttations.
m of this research is to assiggn the iConsequentlyy, the main aim
th task of the m-th model tto the k-th woorkstation on the
t h-th
Ch) for each product
p
parallel line too minimize the cycle time (C
(type II) form
mulated in a maathematical model
m
(see Figuure 2).
III.

DEVELOPED METAHEURISTI
M
IC ALGORITHM
M

A. Tabu lengthh
If the proceess of TS alggorithm is not guided by some
b leaded to a local optiimal solutionn. TS
ruules, it will be
inntroduces a memory
m
struccture that forrbids or penaalizes
ceertain moves thhat would retuurn to a recenttly visited soluution.
Thhis memory structure
s
playss an essential role in the seearch
prrocess. In thhe assembly line balancin
ng problems,, the
fleexible memorry is defined as
a set of tabu moves from ggiven
tassks and worksstations.
Tabu Lengtth (TL) preseents the numb
ber of tabu, w
which
wiill be put on the
t tabu set. T
This memory structure play
ys an
esssential role duuring the searrch process. In
n the TMMPA
ALB,
thhe flexible mem
mory is definned as a set off tabus from ttasks,
linnes and worksstations, whicch its length has
h been identtified
ass 10 (see Equaation 1).

Xhafa andd Abraham [299] defined meeta-heuristic methods
m
as an Artificial intelligencee (AI) way too survey the solution
ncerned
space. On thee other hand, AI is a fieldd of study con
with designinng and prograamming mach
hines to accoomplish
tasks that people accomplissh using their intelligence.
i
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2

{(task , line, workstation) j j = 0,...,10} → Tabu _ l = 10

(1)
The main idea of develop TS meta-heuristic for mixedmodel parallel assembly lines is to find the best solution (or
move) in the neighborhood of the current solution and thus to
proceed to the best solution. Therefore, all possible
exchanges in each period are considered. Each exchange is
defined as a move because of change the solutions. The TS
searches all the candidate moves in the neighborhood of the
current solution, and selects the best move with maximum
improvement to exchange. The candidate moves for the
mixed-model parallel lines are the exchange of tasks from
one workstation to other workstations. Next, the total
improvement for each move is computed, and finally the best
admissible move is selected considering to high index of
improvement. A best admissible move is a move that is
either non-tabu or push the solution to obtain the best result.
In other words, the total improvement of the neighboring
solution obtained by performing the move is better than the
best solution found so far by following the aspiration
criterion. The best admissible move is the most beneficial
acceptable move.
To find better solution spaces, TS requires some
additional rules to make it more intelligent. The flexible
memory is used to a short-term horizon. That is to remember
the most recent moves to avoid being trapped in local
optimum. Whether the good solutions visited up to now have
some common characteristics, usually it is valuable to
observe. This surveillance can later be used to lead the
neighborhood in the search process to prefer solutions with
characteristics that have occurred often in good solutions
previously visited. This creates an intensification strategy for
the search. It can be used to encourage solutions to satisfy
such properties and discourage solutions that violate them
[31-32].
In the mixed-model parallel assembly lines balancing
method, the idea is to allocate as much time as possible to
each workstations of parallel lines, so that the cycle time for
each line is minimized. The intensification and
diversification strategies can be achieved by introducing a
function, which is called IDS, and adding into the objective
function. Therefore, the objective function can be calculated
with the following equation (2).
The objective function value is
= Newobjective function value - old objective function value + IDS (2)
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Figure 3. Merten data set precedence diagrams[23]

Table I present the operation time of each task for Merten
data set. In the Merten’s test problem, the initial heuristic is
started with 9, 11, and 13 (t.u.) as the initial cycle times for
models 1, 2, and 3 respectively with 6, 5, and 5 as the
minimum number of workstation in case of independent
assembly lines (Gökçen [23] ).
TABLE I.

i
ti1
ti2
ti3

1
1
1
1

MERTEN DATA SET TASKS PROCESSING TIME (T.U.)[23]
2
5
5
5

3
4
4
4

4
3
3
3

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
5
-5

8
--4

9
----

10
----

By considering that TMMPALB procedure, it is
attempted to find the minimum cycle time for each parallel
line by changing the arrangement of tasks in the parallel
assembly line’s workstations. The results presented in Table
II shows that the tasks of each model in which workstation
have been assigned in index. As an example, “X(3,1,1,2)=1”
represent that the 3rd task of the 1st model has been assigned
to the 1st line in the 2nd workstation.
TABLE II.

FINAL BALANCING ARRANGEMENT

*** Line=1 ***

*** Line=2 ***

*** Line=3 ***

X(1,1,1,1)=1
X(2,1,1,1)=1
X(1,2,1,1)=1
X(3,1,1,2)=1
X(5,1,1,2)=1
X(7,1,1,3)=1
X(3,2,1,3)=1
X(6,1,1,4)=1
X(4,2,1,4)=1

X(4,1,2,1)=1
X(2,2,2,1)=1
X(5,2,2,2)=1
X(4,3,2,2)=1
X(6,2,2,3)=1

X(1,3,3,1)=1
X(2,3,3,1)=1
X(3,3,3,1)=1
X(5,3,3,2)=1
X(7,3,3,2)=1
X(6,3,3,3)=1
X(8,3,3,3)=1

The results of TMMPALB procedure is presented in the
Table III. As it appeared from Table III, the acceptable
smoothness and imbalanced in the parallel assembly lines
workstations have been achieved.

The stopping criterion for the proposed tabu search
heuristic is defined based on the number of iterations, which
should be greater than 1000 iterations.
IV.

3

1

TABLE III.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The Merten’s test problem (downloadable under
www.assembly-line-balancing.de) was selected to check the
performance of proposed algorithm and to illustrate how the
proposed heuristic works. The data set which is well-known
as Merten data set includes three models (M=3) and each
model is assembled through 7, 6, and 8 tasks (see Figure 3).

FINAL ST (T.U.) AND C (T.U.) FOR THE 1ST TEST PROBLEM

1
2
3
4

k
Ch
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STk1
9
9
8
6
9

H
STk2
8
8
8
0
8

STk3
10
10
10
0
10

The results present the unchanged cycle time for the 1st
model and the improved cycle time for the 2nd line from 11
to 8 (t.u.) and for the 3rd line from 13 to 10 (t.u.).
V.

[6]

[7]

COMPUTATIONAL RESULT

The performance of the proposed meta-heuristic mixedmodel parallel assembly lines is tested on the 4 test problems
which are taken from Merten in the ALB literature. Each
problem consists of a same number of tasks, same task times,
and same precedence relations but in case of different cycle
times. This problem is located in small size test problem. In
this test problem, Gökçen’s data test [23], four test prolems
have been created and by TMMPALB tried to balance them
in parallel assembly lines (see Table IV).
TABLE IV.
Test Problem
1
2
3
4

[8]

[9]

[10]

COMPUTATIONAL RESULT
[11]

Independent Mixed-model parallel
assembly line
assembly lines
NS
123
655
554
546
465

1
9
11
13
17

C
2
11
13
17
9

3
13
17
9
11

1
4
3
3
2

NS
C
2 3 1 2 3
3 3 9 8 10
2 2 11 12 16
2 4 10 11 9
3 4 16 6 10

VI.

Cycle times
improvement
(%)
0.00
0.00
23.08
5.88

27.27
7.69
35.29
33.33

[12]

23.08
5.88
0.00
9.09

[13]

[14]

CONCLUSION

A meta-heuristic method was presented for allocating and
balancing of the mixed-model products through the parallel
assembly lines. The experiment showed that by using
TMMPALB it is possible to allocate more than one model
(Mixed-Model) in the parallel assembly lines and balance
them without any limitation in the number of models,
number of parallel assembly lines, and number of tasks for
each model.
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